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"GALAXY GX"
STANDARD EQUIPMENT
-Air filter -Engine starter -Fuel pump -Fuel settler -Battery -Fuel filter Oil filter -Oil extraction pump -Radiator expansion tank -Guard
Evolution control panel -Circuit breaker -Earth fault relay (manual
version only) -Fuel tank -Fuel plug -Key locks -Steel structure -Hot
galvanised sheet steel -Thermo-set powder paint -Sound attenuating
material made from polyurethane textile according to class 1 fire
resistance norms -Insulation jacket on exhaust line -Lifting eyes -Door
gaskets with structural rivets (not adhesive), the same used in the
automotive industry -Exhaust muffler with protection grills -Rain cap Fuel tank retention basin.

Mod. P 105 GX

DETAILS

VERSIONS

The range has always offered the
best compromise between
compactness and usability. Wide
doors allow total access to all
internal components making checks
and regular maintenance very easy.

GV020

The Galaxy range includes, as
standard, the well tested and reliable
Guard Evolution controller, equipped
with a very efficient software that
has no equal in the market in terms
of accuracy and number of functions.

GV030

The diesel engine exhaust tubes and
the radiator’s hot air expulsion are
located on top of the canopy. This
solution is the best compromise
between effectiveness and user
safety.

GV060

GALAXY GX is not only characterized
by its particular frame (very high
from the ground and equipped with
support feet that adapt to every kind
of terrain), but also by its wide air
intakes for cooling.

GV100

Thanks to diligent efforts in design
and testing as well as quality
materials and workmanship, the
Galaxy canopy is one of the most
comfortable and silent in its class. No
detail was overlooked in achieving an
efficient electricity generator
resistant to environmental agents.

GV150

All doors are properly sealed with
high quality stripping gaskets, the
same used in the automotive
industry.

GV200

Length: 1860mm
Width: 910mm
Height: 1600mm
Standard fuel tank : 50
Litres
Oversized fuel tank: --Litres

Length: 2260mm
Width: 1040mm
Height: 1790mm
Standard fuel tank: 70 Litres
Oversized fuel tank:160
Litres

Length: 2560mm
Width: 1040mm
Height: 1805mm
Standard fuel tank: 70 Litres
Oversized fuel tank: 160
Litres

Length: 3060mm
Width: 1140mm
Height: 2170mm
Standard fuel tank: 120
Litres
Oversized fuel tank: 360
Litres

Length: 4000mm
Width: 1300mm
Height: 2564mm
Standard fuel tank: 120
Litres
Oversized fuel tank: 400
Litres

Length: 4500mm
Width: 1840mm
Height: 2540mm
Standard fuel tank: 120
Litres
Oversized fuel tank: 900
Litres

Standard reference conditions ISO8528-1: 25°C temperature, 1-1000m altitude, 30% relative humidity, 100 kPa (1 bar) atmospheric pressure, 0.8 power factor, load balanced not distortional. The above
mentioned information could be subject to change, please contact Visa S.p.A. to verify data in case of contractual obligations related to product specifications.
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